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So, youâ€™re a man who loves playing golf and likes to look nice. Alternatively, probably you are
curious to understand more details on the different types of clothing guys have worn to play golf
throughout the centuries. Like virtually any sport, the clothes male golf enthusiasts don are a good
depiction of modern mores.

Modern golf traces its origins in the Scottish Highlands. When men first played this game they did
did not don kilts. Instead, they supposedly utilized tight short pants fixed under the knee, which were
supposedly a lot like English-style knee breeches. Some styles and colors employed in the
highlands of Scotland at that time are still quite popular, particularly argyle, which generally
accentuate socks and sweaters.

If you were born in the late 19th century, you would have likely put on knee-high pants and long
sleeved buttoned-up shirts golf. These pants were placed into either colorful long socks or knee-
high boots. However, if you picture this turn to be to some degree uncomfortable, thankfully, the
20th century saw men's fashion changed from knickers and argyle socks to Bermuda shorts,
collared shirts, polo shirts, and khakis.

Stores selling many clothing were almost not known until the Industrial Revolution. The issue before
the mechanical manufacturing was getting a store which not only featured a wide array of top quality
mens sports clothing, but also numerous sizes as well. Even today, choosing the best size can be
particularly difficult if you're, say, taller or bigger compared to regular man.

Nowadays, you can find clothing shops and online retailers which offer mens sports clothing of
numerous sizes, ranging from small to extra-large. To deal with their customers, some offer
garments with bigger waist lines, larger chest sizes, or longer inseams. Some brands such as
Tommy Bahama, Cutter & Buck, and Ecko Unltd also recognize this need and usually
accommodate such sizes, according to demand.

If you prefer polo shirts, there is no shortage of them today. Brands including Ralph Lauren provide
polo shirts golf fans like in various sizes, colors, materials, and patterns. Others actually incorporate
state-of-the-art production methods with the best materials for a seamless finish. With this, you can
stroll with guarantee from the clubhouse to the course along with your friends.

Menâ€™s casual fashion and sports attire have extremely come a long way from those uncommon
garments from the Scottish highlands. Remarkably, some of the brands that are well-known today
actually began centuries ago as bespoke tailors. Years of development and adherence to top quality
standards helps to ensure that the mens sports apparel on offer today are top quality wardrobe
properties that will not dissatisfy.
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